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LEARN MORE ABOUT BWT




5,000+ Employees



Thousands of Partners



10 production Sites



Exclusive Technology





BWT Australia

Welcome to BWT Australia and the world of water filtration! Our world-beating expertise, innovative technologies and high-quality products enable us to supply optimum water quality to the consumer and commercial applications. BWT stands for “Best Water Technology” and we stand up to our name. BWT products ensure the highest level of safety, hygiene and health in our daily contact with water.  We supply all manner of filters, reverse osmosis systems, filter housings and accessories to provide great drinking water and to protect your commercial kitchen and coffee equipment.
Our drinking water filters are used for the reduction of particles and taste & odours from chlorine and organic matter. Filters are also available to remove microorganisms such as giardia and cryptosporidium.
Our commercial water filtration systems provide quality assurance and consistency to meet the demanding needs of the foodservice industry. Filtration equipment will protect equipment such as coffee machines, steamer ovens, dishwashers and ice machines by reducing hardness scale and corrosion causing chlorides.

Innovations by BWT





ROC your WATER!

Reverse osmosis and BWT Magnesium cutting edge technology

READ MORE





BWT Professional App

Control your water and filter settings from your phone.

READ MORE





Revolutionary ULTRO

One head, seven filtration options. Australian made with WaterMark Certification

read more







ROC your WATER!

Reverse osmosis and BWT Magnesium cutting edge technology

READ MORE







Handy BWT Apps

Control your water and filter settings from your phone.

READ MORE







Revolutionary ULTRO

One head, seven filtration options. Australian made with WaterMark Certification

read more







Water is our Mission
For decades, we’ve had but one goal in our sights: to improve the quality of people’s lives wherever water is concerned –and to do so with custom-tailored water treatment solutions that deliver water of the highest quality.
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We don’t restrict ourselves to standardised, off-the-shelf products, rather we’re the ones who consistently set new standards in water technology. In keeping with our philosophy of “Feel –taste –see the difference”, we offer our customers products with real innovations, such as drinking water with extra enjoyment or recipe quality water in perfect form as an essential ingredient of beverages and to protect equipment.



Water technologies
Technological edge can only be gained by innovative thinking and action. With 8 manufacturing sites and over 5,000 employees BWT is Europe’s largest water technology organisation. We continuously research all areas of water treatment at our BWT Innovation Centres, working ceaselessly for you to improve the processes for filtration.
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We improve filter media, ion exchange systems for demineralisation, softening, decarbonisation, membrane technologies (micro, ultra and nanofiltration and reverse osmosis). We ensure water of the perfect quality for your application is readily available –right at the point of entry or use where it’s needed.





BWT in Sports

At many sporting events, and especially in motorsport, the colour pink can no longer be overlooked. Even in the top class of motorsport – Formula 1 – pink remains a fixed element.

Read all Current f1 news
Read more about BWT and Sports


Sorry, your browser doesn't support embedded videos.





Recent News
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Fabian Coulthard joins Porsche Centre Melbourne


FABIAN COULTHARD will return to the championship that launched his full-time Australian racing career, joining Porsche Centre Melbourne Motorsport for the remainder of the Porsche Paynter Dixon Carrera Cup Australia Championship.
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Formula 1 Melbourne 2023 turns pink with BWT!


For Formula 1 Melbourne 2023, BWT was delighted to get behind Courtney Prince with Porsche Centre Melbourne and the Carrera Cup this year. Along with our support of the Alpine F1 team, it was a great weekend of racing.
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BWT Australia and Courtney Prince join Porsche Centre Melbourne Motorsport.


A newly formed partnership between BWT Australia, Courtney Prince and Porsche Centre Melbourne Motorsport, brings the colour pink to Porsche Paynter Dixon Carrera Cup Australia Championship.
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BWT Bottle Free Zones

“Change the World – sip by sip” communicates our long-term goal to provide water of perfect drinking water quality everywhere in the world. With innovative, patented BWT technologies, it is possible to filter local water and at the same time enrich it with valuable minerals and trace elements such as magnesium, zinc and silicate. Thanks to BWT, great-tasting, mineralized water of the best quality comes directly from the tap, the water dispenser or the table water filter. This allows people worldwide, wherever they are, to resign from single-use plastic bottles – saving the time-consuming transport, storage and disposal of this unnecessary plastic waste.

Read more about BWT Bottle Free Zones
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Innovation is our strength

To stand still means to go backwards. For this reason, we are constantly striving to develop existing technologies even further and turn new ideas into ground-breaking products.
Our research and development departments are focused on pioneering innovations in all the areas of water technology. Our main objective here is to use resources sparingly, set quality standards and ensure that products are fully operational and safe.
Our comprehensive expertise and creative inventiveness are a constant source of encouragement, spurring us on to set new standards in water purification. Which explains why we are the leading player in the European water technology market.





Reece Australia stocking BWT

Reece operate Australia’s largest plumbing and bathroom supplies business, as well as 8 others in allied industries. Their plumbing and bathroom products are sourced both locally and internationally which you can find in over 600 locations across Australia.
Reece has started stocking BWT products and is planning to grow the BWT range significant in the future.

Visit the Reece BWT page
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BWT gets Australian pool division

We understand our mission is to develop the best water treatment products and services anywhere. But even more: water is our mission. We ensure hygiene, safety and health in people’s day-to-day contact with water. Including pools.
Visit out BWT Pools website for more information on our complete range of products.

Visit BWT Pools
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CONTACT US

1300 720 299
Contact Form
We maintain the highest standards.
 A large part of our product range is certified to NSF International Standards and Australian Standards.
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CONTACT US

1300 720 299
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